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PEDAGOGICAL ESSENCE OF SPIRITUAL – MORAL EDUCATION OF CHILDREN 

IN THE FAMILY WITH CRADLE SONG

The article characterized the value of lullabies (Alla) to form the initial feelings 
of the child, its psychological, physical and moral development. The author points to a 
number of social functions performed by the family in society, the most important of which 
is educational. As one of the most important mechanisms for raising children and teenagers 
can distinguish their belonging to the national cultural values. A special place in shaping the 
character of children, national feelings, occupy lullabies whose use in the educational process 
promotes the development of children the intellectual, aesthetic, and spiritual qualities.

   Since olden times an Uzbek family sang lullabies at crib (beshik) of infants, 
including their effective educational impact on the child.

Lullabies by ideas embodied in them, melodic, soulful, soft type have great 
educational force. Great thinker Abu Ali ibn Sina once noted bilateral influence of cradle 
singing of child: from the point of view of the physical and moral development. In particular, 
he stressed: "To enhance the temperament (nature) of the child he needs two things: first - a 
slow rocking and second, that he went to sleep to the tune of cradle song. If you combine 
these two things, then the child's body will be develop and musical ability will be laid" [1].

In the Republic of Uzbekistan, the upbringing of healthy and harmoniously 
developed generation is one of the priorities of the state policy. In the formation and 
perfection of the individual, along with the state, the society and the educational system, 
the family participates. That is, moral, physical perfection, aesthetic tastes are formed on 
the basis of individual family life, the content of interpersonal relationships, and life values.

The President of the Republic of Uzbekistan Islam Karimov said: "In the formation 
and development of the spirituality of every nation the place and role of the family are 
priceless. Because the purest sense, the original concept of life and impressions are formed 
in the first place in the family. The nature of the child, his world, spiritual and ethical norms, 
goodness and decency, honor and integrity, discretion and tact, and other concepts, are laid 
in the family " [2]. 

Responsible for coming to the world of healthy children and support of the system of 
education in the first place lays to the family and especially to the mother. In this connection 
it is necessary to help young mothers with advice and recommendations, creating for them 
a special allowance for the use of cradle song, which, in turn, requires the investigation of 
the psychological - pedagogical foundations of a culture of spiritual and moral education 
means lullabies, establishing appropriate guidelines for improving the effectiveness of family 
education in the above aspect and mainstreaming them into practice.

In many sources the term "Alla" (lullaby) is treated differently. For example, in the 
Explanatory Dictionary of the Uzbek language [3] and the Uzbek national encyclopedia [4] 
"Alla" is characterized as a song, performed solo in the laying of the child [3, с.71].

In the world there is no any nation, whose language would not have specific words 
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or sounds for lullabies. In the Russian language is "bainki", "Bayushki," "bye-bye", which 
are present as a refrain in a lullaby singing, the Turkmens use "huvdilar", in the Azerbaijani 
language is "Lai lai", the Tatars use "ali-bali", the Karakalpaks use "Hayya-Hayya", the Turks 
use "Ninni", in Farsi is "Lolo", the Germans use «wieddeied»,the French use «bekcuse» [5, 
с.9].

At the time of the slave and feudal system, and in the later period of industrial 
production (VII - XIX centuries.) Living in states Movarounnahr (Central Asia), the 
wealthiest family of Turkic peoples to raise their children invited experienced, neat, educated 
women - enaga (nanny - teacher). These women are as natural mother, aware of the great 
responsibility for their children and therefore its main aims are the all-round development 
of children, which they are entrusted. Mandatory component of the educational system and 
the custody was the performance of lullabies [6, с.11]. 

In the literature, the term "Alla" is applied not only to the songs, performed a 
mother or nanny, but also to the songs Accompanying any ceremonies. In particular, in the 
Uzbek Encyclopedia we find this explanation:

The song was performed during the celebration of "the beshik tuyi" (when the 
newborn is placed into the beshik - a special crib - the cradle, as usual, forty, or twenty days 
after birth);

In some regions of Uzbekistan (eg Alat and Karakul districts of Bukhara and 
Khorezm) "Alla" is performed by women or special during funeral rites, who perform it as 
improvisation [4, с.228].

A study of the experience of nature, ideas and educational features cradle singing 
came to the conclusion, that alla is an important means of the formation of children mental 
sense, intellectual and spiritual - moral education, the formation of the ideological content 
of a lullaby affect life of the people and the cultural development of the nation.
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